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Summary

This paper investigates the techno-economic feasibility of the innovative

concept of gravity energy storage, where heavy weights are raised and lowered

in a water environment. Such eco-friendly systems can be implemented in

existing flooded pits or quarries, by leveraging the important depth of these

cavities. Moreover, in addition to their long lifetime, they have no visual

impact on the landscape, and offer a lot of flexibility to the power system. In

this work, we firstly present an analytical study of the storage solution, which

allows deriving tractable mathematical constraints describing its operation,

such as its nonlinear speed-power curves in both charge and discharge modes.

These constraints are then integrated into the investment strategy of a mer-

chant unit that seeks to maximize its profit by jointly participating in the

energy and secondary reserve markets. The model is formulated within a sto-

chastic framework to ensure robustness of sizing decisions in view of future

market uncertainties. Results from a practical case study (on a natural cavity

of 200 m) show that underwater gravity storage is a cost-efficient technology

that offers payback periods of less than 10 years, mainly due to its intrinsic low

capital costs estimated at around 100 €/kWh.

List of Symbols and Abbreviations: �nblocks, Number of installed blocks; �ngm, Number of installed geared induction machines; φCAPEX, Total investment costs
of the storage system, €; φOPEX

ω,t , Total profit from storage operation in scenario ω at time t, €; nblocksω,t , Number of blocks stored within the storage system in
scenario ω at time t; pdis,resω,t ,pch,resω,t , Actual output power in discharge (dis) and charge (ch) modes after the real-time activation of reserves in scenario ω at time
t, MW; pdisω,t ,p

ch
ω,t , Output power in discharge (dis) and charge (ch) modes committed in the energy market in scenario ω at time t, MW; psingle,�,resω,t , Output power

per induction machine in discharge (dis) and charge (ch) modes after the real-time activation of reserves in scenario ω at time t, MW; resdisω,t ,res
ch
ω,t , Reserve

capacity allocated in the upward secondary reserve market in discharge (dis) and charge (ch) mode in scenario ω at time t, MW; vdisω,t ,v
ch
ω,t , Aggregated block

speed (at the UGES level) in discharge (dis) and charge (ch) mode in scenario ω at time t, m/s; vsingle,�ω,t , Block speed per induction machine in discharge (dis)
and charge (ch) mode in scenario ω at time t, m/s; zdisω,t ,z

ch
ω,t , Binary variables indicating the discharge (dis) and charge (ch) status in scenario ω at time t; Δt,

Optimization step, 1 hour; ηdis, ηch, Efficiency of the storage system in discharge (dis) and charge (ch) modes; κω,t ∈ [0,1], Activation rate of the upward
reserve; λactω,t , Price for activation of balancing reserves in scenario ω at time t, €/MWh; λENω,t , Electricity price in the energy-only market in scenario ω at time t,
€/MWh; λresω,t , Price for availability of reserve capacity in scenario ω at time t, €/MW; �Ngm, Maximum number of blocks that can be installed, based on the site
topology; �Pdis,�Pch, Maximum power rating in discharge (dis) and charge modes, MW; πω, t, Probability of occurrence of scenario ω; D, Depth of the water
cavity, m;Mdis,Mch, Large positive constants;MCdis,MCch, Operating costs in discharge (dis) and charge (ch) modes, €/MWh.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

With the objective to cost-effectively integrate high shares of stochastic electricity generation (mainly wind and
photovoltaic) in modern power systems, new flexible solutions are currently emerging.1,2 In particular, new concepts of
gravity energy storage (GES) are coming to light, whose basic principle is to store energy under the form of gravitational
potential energy. Gravity-based storage is often associated with pumped hydro energy storage (PHES), an effective solution
that currently covers more than 95% of worldwide capacity.3 The same principle can be applied with fewer constraints using
a simple (easy to implement) and environment-friendly mechanical system, consisting in lifting a weight that thereby
acquires potential energy, which can thereafter be released so that the kinetic energy is converted back into electrical power.
Interestingly, a study from the Imperial College London Consultants4 shows that this type of solution is currently the most
cost-effective technology for bulk electricity storage, followed by pumped hydro storage (PHES) and compressed air energy
storage (CAES), while battery systems still remain significantly more expensive. This mainly arises from the low capital costs
of gravity storage that does not rely on costly material and has no expenses related to civil works.5

Overall, gravity storage has a moderate energy density (although around four times higher than PHES depending on the
density of the weights), but combines multiple advantages including a continuous operation range with high ramp rates, no
cycle-limit and a long lifetime during which the defective components can be easily and cost-effectively replaced.6 This con-
cept has thus the potential to complement current technologies. In that respect, batteries are more suited for applications
involving space and weight limitations such as electric vehicles, but they are still costly and composed of polluting and non-
recyclable materials for a lifetime that does not exceed 20 years.7 For their part, PHES systems may have a negative influence
on ecosystems, and are highly constrained since they require particular topographies with an important height difference
between two large reservoirs.8 To a lesser extent, compressed air technologies also need specific geographic conditions since
salt caverns offer a more economical alternative than large aboveground containers (with a strong visual impact). Then,
CAES have a relatively high environmental impact as they require to be linked to a gas turbine plant, for efficiencies around
50% arising from the (bidirectional) conversion between energy and pressurized gas.9

In this context, a Swiss startup (EnergyVault) has recently launched a 4 MW-35 MWh aboveground demonstration
plant, characterized by a six-armed crane that is moving concrete blocks of 35 tons along a vertical distance of 120 m.10

In August 2019, EnergyVault has raised $110 million from SoftBank Vision Fund to further develop the technology. In
the same trend, other concepts are appearing, among which (a) EarthPumpStore where large containers filled with
compacted earth materials (such as coal dust, or other waste materials) are vertically shifted within an opencast
structure,11 (b) ARES (Advanced Rail Energy Storage) which proposes shuttle-trains with axle-drive motors to transport
masses up- and down-hill to respectively store and generate electricity,12 or (c) Gravitricity that exploits abandoned
mine shaft for raising and lowering a heavy weight.13

In this paper, which results from a collaborative research between university and industry (SinkFloatSolutions14),
we examine the techno-economic feasibility of underwater gravity energy storage (UGES). The innovative system is
operating in water through the exploitation of existing underground cavities, such as end-of-life flooded quarries, in
which heavy blocks (typically between 5 and 50 tons) are moved between the bottom and the surface of the water. The
potential of such sites typically varies between 1 and 10 MW (for a few hours duration) for medium-sized water cavities
(depth of 200-300 m). Compared to the EnergyVault system, this solution does not rely on cranes (thus considerably
reducing investment costs), and has no visual impact on the environment. Moreover, the UGES operation is more sta-
ble since it is not influenced by bad weather conditions such as high winds. However, the techno-economic feasibility
of the UGES system still needs to be properly evaluated. In that regard, this work aims to provide a technical study of
this new solution. The results are then leveraged to conduct a economic analysis based on the performance of a repre-
sentative case study. Such a global study is an important milestone for considering whether further research is justified,
and to attract investment in potential projects. Overall, the contributions of this work are 3-fold.

Firstly, we perform an analytical study of the UGES operation in both charge and discharge. Interestingly, we show that
transient effects (to accelerate the block from idlemode to full power) becomemarginal after 15 seconds, so that the system can
provide both primary and secondary reserve (response time of respectively 30 seconds and 7.5 minutes) without oversizing the
electric machine and the associated power electronics converters. Moreover, this analysis also enables to derive a mathematical
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model describing the UGES operation. In particular, we extract the UGES efficiency curves, which characterize the nonlinear
relationship (arising from the fluid resistance) between the output power (inMW) and the block speed (inm/s).

Secondly, the UGES operating constraints are incorporated into the sizing procedure, which aims at determining
the optimal UGES power and energy ratings in order to maximize the system value over its expected lifetime. The
optimization is formulated as a mixed-integer linear program, by replacing the nonlinear dependencies by tractable
piecewise linear approximations. Practically, the UGES maximizes its profit by jointly participating to (a) energy arbi-
trage (ie, discharging electricity at high peak prices and charging during low off-peak prices15) and (b) the provision of
operating reserves (ie, power capacity offered in day-ahead to the system operator that can be activated in real-time to
maintain the system frequency), within the competitive framework of European electricity markets.16,17

Thirdly, we analyze the robustness of the sizing solution for different risk attitudes, by adjusting the discount rate on the
investment model. We thereby study the trade-off between the size of the storage unit and the resulting profit that can be lev-
eraged in electricity markets. Results from a practical case study show that UGES is a competitive solution (with attractive
return on investments), which combines the advantages of low investment and operation costs, and high flexibility (allowing
to efficiently mutualize revenues streams in energy and reserve markets). Such outcomes provide evidence of the economic
viability of the solution, and support the interest for further technology developments and demonstrations.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we explain the characteristics and design of the proposed
underwater GES solution. An analytical study of the UGES operation is carried out in Section 3, which provides input
information for the investment procedure, which is formulated in Section 4. A case study investigating the investment
decisions in different conditions is presented in Section 5. Finally, the work is concluded in Section 6.

2 | WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE STORAGE SYSTEM

Figure 1 depicts the main components of the proposed UGES technology. The system consists of a number of solid
blocks, which are stored using flotation devices. Each block can be connected to an induction machine (via a winch)
that can alternatively lower the weight for producing electricity, and then lift it back to store potential energy. A mobile
waterproof platform (containing the electromechanical system) can be moved from one block to the next, and the
blocks are then hooked (and unhooked) to the system via an automated robot.

The speed of the induction machine is controlled via a variable-frequency drive, which enables its operation over a large
output power range without loss of efficiency. This moreover provides a bidirectional interface with the electrical network,
that is, the machine operates as a motor when charging and as a generator during discharge. Since the winch needs to rotate
at a much lower speed than the motor, both systems are connected via a R:1 speed reduction gear. As further described in
Section 3, this gearbox has also the positive effect of decreasing the motor torque, and thus its volume and price.

For avoiding downtimes (ensure continuity of the output power), two electromechanical systems (ie, from power elec-
tronics to the winch) operating independently are needed. For instance, in discharge mode, when one block moves down-
wards, the other system will hook a new weight that can then be released when the first one hits the cavity bottom.

Interestingly, the UGES solution allows to decouple the power rating from its energy capacity. The output
power (in MW) is defined by the weight of the blocks, and the number of induction machines operating in

FIGURE 1 Typical conversion

chain (for a single electromechanical

system) of an underwater gravity energy

storage (UGES) system
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parallel (ie, each variable frequency drive can be connected to several machines to multiply the number of
blocks that can be simultaneously moved). The UGES energy capacity (in MWh) is reflected by the total num-
ber of blocks.

Overall, it should be noted that the practical feasibility of the UGES solution is constrained by its ability to cap-
ture a new block before the previous one ends its travel. This constraint is directly linked to the depth of the cavity,
since larger heights offer more time to perform the hooking operation. In case of problem, investors may also
investigate the potential of relying on a third electromechanical system. In parallel, the intense use constraints on
the geared induction machine (due to the very frequent start-up and shut-down) is a key element to consider in the
sizing procedure.

3 | ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE STORAGE SYSTEM

This section analyses the UGES operating conditions, with the aim of providing an analytical description of the power,
energy and ramp rates in both charge and discharge modes.

3.1 | Efficiency curves

The system operation is studied through the equation of motion on the drive (connecting the induction motor and the
gearbox). It should be noted that the weight of the wire rope is neglected, that is, small in comparison to the weight of
the block.13,18 Hence, the torque Te of the electrical machine needed to counterbalance the load torque Tw, taking iner-
tia effects into account, is given by:

ηTe =
Tw

R
+ Je

dω
dt

=
Fwrw
R

+ Je
aR
rw

, ð1Þ

where η is the global efficiency of the installation, rw is the winch radius, and a = dv/dt is the block acceleration. The
block speed v is linked to the rotational speed of the motor ω = vR/rw through the gear ratio R. The equivalent moment
of inertia of the system Je (referred to the electrical machine shaft) include contributions from the electrical machine,
the gearbox and the load.19

Je = Jm +
Jg
R2 +m

rw
R

� �2
, ð2Þ

where Je is the moment of inertia of the geared electric machine, in which Jm and Jg are respectively the moments of
inertia of the machine and the gearbox.

The force Fw applied on the underwater block results from three contributions, which differs when the block is
lifted (in charge) and lowered (in discharge). Two effects are insensitive to the motion direction, that is, . (a) the block
weight, and (b) the buoyant force (due to Archimedes' principle), while (c) the fluid resistance (or drag force) opposes
movement. Hence, the resultant forces in charge (3) and discharge (4) are cast as:

Fch = mg|{z}
ið Þ

−ρwaterVg|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
iið Þ

+0:5CT ge,Reð Þρwaterv2Sref|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
iiið Þ

ð3Þ

Fdis = mg|{z}
ið Þ

−ρwaterVg|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
iið Þ

−0:5CT ge,Reð Þρwaterv2Sref|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
iiið Þ

, ð4Þ

where g is the gravity (9.81 m/s2), ρwater is the water density (1000 kg/m
3), and m is the block mass (in kg), V its volume

(in m3), and Sref its cross sectional area (in m2, which depends on its shape). The drag coefficient CT varies with the
block geometry (ge) and the Reynolds number (Re). A lower bound of Re is estimated in Equation (5), where L is a char-
acteristic linear dimension (m), and μ is the fluid kinematic viscosity (m2/s):
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Re=
vL
μ

=
1× 1

1:007× 10−6≈10
6: ð5Þ

The low kinematic viscosity of the water (about 17 times lower than the air) and the large dimension of the block (above
1 m) result in high Reynold numbers (>106 for typical speeds v > 1 m/s). Interestingly, such values of Re correspond to a sta-
ble behavior of the fluid resistance,20 so that CT can be considered as a constant parameter in our application.

By respectively inserting Equations (3) and (4) into the torque equation (1), and by using p = Teω, with ω > 0 in
charge mode (by convention), we obtain the output power of the electrical machine in both charge pch and discharge
pdis modes:

ηchpch = mg−ρwaterVgð Þv+ 0:5CTρwaterSrefð Þv3|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
pchSS

+

m+
Je

rwωð Þ2

 !
va

ð6Þ

1
ηdis

pdis = mg−ρwaterVgð Þv− 0:5CTρwaterSrefð Þv3|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
pdisSS

−

m+
Je

rwωð Þ2

 !
va

: ð7Þ

In this work, we consider blocks of steel slag (a waste material coming from the process of steel making), which
combines the advantages of high density (3500 kg/m3), small price (0.02 €/kg), and the possibility to be agglomerated
within inert (clean) barrels with a good aerodynamic shape (CT = 0.84). The efficiencies in charge ηch and discharge ηdis

are estimated at 0.95 (round-trip efficiency of around 0.9), and come from losses in both electric components (variable-
speed drive and geared induction machine), and the mechanical part (friction in the winch). Hence, in steady-state con-
ditions, the efficiency curves (6) and (7) linking the output power (pchSS in charge and pdisSS in discharge) and the block
speed v are depicted in Figure 2 for different block weights.

It can be seen that increasing the power to lift the block monotonically augments its speed. The discharge power
pdisSS theoretically follows a bell curve, where the power extracted from the block's fall increases with the speed until a
threshold value �vdis . At that point, the optimal trade-off in steady-state conditions is achieved in Equation (7) between
the forces with a positive contribution (which are proportional to v), that is, block weight minus buoyant force, and the
negative drag force (proportional to v3). In the following, blocks of 25 tons, that is, . V = 7.14 m3 (with Sref = 1.7 m2) will
be used (Figure 3).

3.2 | Energy-to-power ratio

From the efficiency curves, it can be inferred that the UGES energy capacity e is not fixed, but depends on the opera-
tional power profile and the total number of blocks �nblocks.

FIGURE 2 Efficiency curves

between the output power and block's

speed in both charge and discharge
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e= p�Δt��nblocks = p� D
3600�v �

�nblocks, ð8Þ

where Δt is the time (in hours) to move one block along the depth (D = 200 m) of the cavity. The power to energy rela-
tion (for a single block �nblocks = 1) is shown in Figure 4A. Due to losses in the conversion chain, the energy that can be
stored by the system is higher than the energy that can be supplied back to the grid. However, this difference is
nonlinear in UGES due to the additional contribution of the fluid resistance (which is proportional to v3). In that
regard, an energy of 9.2 kWh can be generated when lowering one block of 25 tons at low speed, but this capacity
is reduced to 6.2 kWh when generating at maximum power (1 MW during a descent of 22.2 seconds). In charge,
the effect of fluid resistance is less important, and the stored energy (for one block) varies from 10.2 kWh at low
speed, up to 11.3 kWh at maximum speed (4.9 m/s). The resulting impact on the UGES round-trip efficiency (ie,
fraction of energy put into the storage system that can be retrieved) is shown in Figure 4B, where we observe that
the UGES performance strongly depends on the operating conditions. Interestingly, the UGES efficiency is higher
than 80% for operation levels below two-third of the maximum rated power �PSS =1MW, but it then decreases (down
to 54%) under high-power output characteristics. This effect is represented in Equations (6) and (7), and can be allevi-
ated by reducing (a) the drag coefficient CT of the blocks (through an improved aerodynamic shape), and (b) their
cross-sectional area Sref.

3.3 | Sizing of motor and power electronics

For an investor, efficiency curves (Figure 3) are essential to properly size the UGES components. In that respect, for a
typical four-pole motor, the full load speed is around 1450 rotations per minute (rotor slip of around 3% on the 50 Hz
European grid). Given that on the maximum block speed is achieved at �vdis = 9m=s, the gear ratio between the winch
(with a radius rw = 1 m) and the motor can be computed as:

R=ω
rw
�vdis

=
1450× 2π

60
1
9
= 16:9: ð9Þ

The speed of the electrical machine (between zero and its full speed) is then more finely controlled via a variable-
frequency drive (VFD).

FIGURE 3 Efficiency curves between the output power and

block's speed in both charge and discharge

FIGURE 4 Efficiency

characteristics of the UGES

technology, with A, the energy

to power ratio in both charge

and discharge modes, and B, the

resulting round-trip efficiency
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In addition, efficiency curves (Figure 3) also show that the maximum steady-state generation power is equal to
�PSS =1MW. However, if the UGES aims at providing fast frequency response, one should account for the additional
power (with respect to steady-state conditions) that is required for accelerating the block. By assuming a constant accel-
eration a, the transient power rating pch to reach the speed vch (from idle state vch = 0m/s) in a response time τ (s) is
given by

ηchpch = pchSS +
1
τ

m+
Je

rwRð Þ2

 !
vch
� �2

= pchSS +
1
τ

m+
Je

rwRð Þ2

 !

pchSS
mg−ρwaterVg−0:5CTρwaterv2Sref

� �2

: ð10Þ

Using Equation (10) with a moment of inertia Je of 100 kg. m2 (typical value for medium voltage geared motor21),
we evaluate the additional power required to achieve a given response time τ. Outcomes are represented in Figure 5,
where it is observed that the transient contribution is prominent for faster ramp rates (especially for achieving higher
power), with a power around pch = 1:9�PSS to reach the maximum speed �vch = 4:9m=s in τ = 1 s. For dynamics related to
primary (30 seconds) or secondary reserves (7.5 minutes), transient effects have a minor contribution (power increase of
respectively 3% and 0.2%), and thereby have a marginal impact on the sizing of the electric machine and power
electronics. Interestingly, we also see that the inertia contributions associated with the load m = 25000 kg and the
motor Je/(rwR)

2≈ 31000 kg are of the same order of magnitude, which contributes to the stable control of the system.22

However, in order to ensure both continuity and quality of the power supply during the transition between two
blocks, it is important to efficiently coordinate the two electromechanical systems. For instance, it is possible to imple-
ment an optimized operation control scheme where a new block is accelerated during the deceleration phase of the
previous one.

4 | INVESTMENT MODEL

Below, we formulate the UGES sizing problem, which consists in identifying the optimal power and energy ratings of
the system in order to achieve the best trade-off between investment costs and operating profits over the planning hori-
zon. The operating profits are leveraged through a joint participation in energy and reserve markets. The market struc-
ture is inspired by the European framework in which the energy-only and reserve capacity are cleared in day-ahead
(for the 24 hours of the next day) through independent auctions. We consider that both market floors have an hourly
time resolution. In this work, we focus on the secondary reserve (which is offered in day-ahead to the system operator,
and that can be deployed in real-time within a timeframe of 7.5 minutes to alleviate frequency deviations) since it
proved to be the most important income source.23,24 In most European countries (such as Belgium, Denmark, etc.), the
secondary reserve is paid for both capacity procurement and real-time activation. The revenues from reserve activation
(at the balancing stage) are highly profitable for storage units. Indeed, the associated prices are designed to cover the

FIGURE 5 Ratio between the maximum transient power and the steady

state power to achieve a desired ramp-rate
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operating costs of all reserve providers through a marginal pricing (ie, the price is set by the marginally accepted offer).
In the current energy mix, most of the reserve is delivered by conventional power plants which have high marginal
costs compared to the UGES technology. Consequently, the price of reserve activation far exceeds the UGES operating
costs, thereby providing a significant margin of profit to UGES units25,26 (in addition to the profit leveraged from the
offered capacity). In this paper, we assume that only upward reserve is provided by UGES since downward reserve can
usually be more efficiently provided by rival conventional power plants due to their substantial cost savings (mainly
arising from the fuel that has not been used26-28). It should be noted that this assumption is strongly dependent on the
market conditions (ie, the prices in the different market floors and the generation mix of the studied area), but it is ade-
quate for the Belgian case study considered in this work.

The UGES operational strategy is subject to two main sources of uncertainties. Firstly, secondary reserves can be
either fully, partially or not called in real-time (depending on the grid needs), which impacts the UGES energy content
and thus its operation policy.29 Secondly, the UGES profitability is influenced by future (energy and secondary reserve)
prices. To ensure risk-aware decisions, the problem is thus formulated as a stochastic program, which consists of three
stages:

• investment decisions;
• daily participation in day-ahead energy and secondary reserve capacity markets;
• real-time power adjustment due to the reserve activation.

In this work, we assume that the UGES operator provides a feasible schedule, that is, it does not willingly incur
imbalance penalties.30 This allows internalizing the day-ahead and real-time steps into a single stage, such that the
investment problem can be expressed as a two-stage stochastic program (Figure 6). Practically, the investor takes sizing
decisions in view of future uncertainties in market conditions (represented through scenarios ω ∈ Ω). At the second
stage, for each realization of ω, the UGES optimizes its operation over the planning horizon. This second-stage can thus
be viewed as an optimization problem (in which the uncertain information is revealed), thereby describing the suppos-
edly optimal UGES behavior in short-term markets.

In order to jointly consider the one-time capital costs and the continuous operating profits (over the UGES lifetime)
on a consistent basis, all cash inflow/outflow are discounted back to their present value. All terms are then summed up
to obtain the net present value (NPV) of the investment project, which allows to properly account for the inflation of
capital costs and deflation of future revenues. The objective function (11) maximizes the UGES net present value, that
is, its (actualized) expected profits in electricity markets minus the capital expenditures.

NPV= −φCAPEX +
X
ω∈Ω

πω�
XNy

i=1

P
t∈T φ

OPEX
ω,t

	 

1+ rð Þi

, ð11Þ

where t∈T are the hourly time periods within a year, r is the discount rate, and Ny is the UGES expected lifetime
(in years). Here, the life of the gravity storage system is considered to be Ny = 30 years, with a conservative discount rate
r = 9%. However, since the long UGES lifetime makes it very sensitive to the interest rate (since higher discount rates

FIGURE 6 Two-stage stochastic

investment model
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result in lower present values), a sensitivity analysis on the impact of r on the unit profitability is carried out in
Section 5.2.

The capital expenditures φCAPEX include the costs related to (a) the number of installed blocks �nblocks, (b) fixed mis-
cellaneous fees cmis (for the platform, mooring cables, etc.), and (c) the number of geared induction machines �ngm

(to which are associated a winch and a traction cable). The latter term is multiplied by a factor 2 to reflect that 2 systems
are needed to enable the UGES continuous operation (Section 2).

φCAPEX = �nblockscblocks + cmis + 2�ngm cgm + cwinch + ccable
� �

: ð12Þ

The operating profit φOPEX
ω,t comes from arbitrage in energy market (lines 1 and 2), procurement of upward second-

ary reserve capacity (line 3), and balancing revenues from the real-time activation of procured reserves (lines 4 and 5).
The uncertainty in the balancing actions is modeled through scenarios of reserve activation κω, t∈ [0, 1].

φOPEX
ω,t = Δt λENω,t −MCdis

� �
pdisω,t

−Δt λENω,t +MCch
� �

pchω,t

+ λresω,t resdisω,t + reschω,t
� �

+Δt λactt −MCdis
� �

κω,t�resdisω,t

+Δt λactt +MCch
� �

κω,t�reschω,t 8ω, t

: ð13Þ

Constraints (14) and (15) respectively limit the number of geared induction machines �ngm that can operate in paral-
lel and the number of blocks �nblocks that can be installed (reflecting topological and budget limits). Constraint (16)
allows for three independent operating modes, that is, charge, discharge and idle.

0≤ �ngm ≤ �Ngm ð14Þ

0≤ �nblocks ≤ �Nblocks ð15Þ

zdisω,t + zchω,t ≤ 1 8ω, t ð16Þ

This UGES power schedule in both charge (17)-(19) and discharge (20)-(22) modes is constrained by the size and
number of induction machines. Moreover, the power cannot be simultaneously allocated to provide both energy arbi-
trage and reserves (ie, the activation of the scheduled reserve capacity must be always guaranteed).

0≤ pchω,t ≤ zchω,tM
ch 8ω, t ð17Þ

pchω,t ≤ �ngm�Pch 8ω, t ð18Þ

0≤ reschω,t ≤ pchω,t 8ω, t ð19Þ

0≤ pdisω,t ≤ zdisω,tM
dis 8ω, t ð20Þ

0≤ resdisω,t ≤ zdisω,tM
dis 8ω, t ð21Þ

pdisω,t + resdisω,t ≤ �ngm�Pdis 8ω, t: ð22Þ

For the reserve market, the UGES needs to have enough stored energy, to be available in any case. To that end, it is
necessary to take into consideration the impact of the (uncertain) activation of reserve in real-time, which is modeled
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through different scenarios (23) and (24). For each scenario, the UGES energy content, that is, number of blocks stored
at the end of each time step t, is computed in Equation (25). To that end, we model in Equation (26) the nonlinear func-
tions fdis and fch between the actual power and the block speed (depicted in Figure 3). However, the relation is modeled for a
single induction machine. If the UGES invests in more induction machines �ngm, the number of blocks that can be simulta-
neously moved will increase accordingly, such that the power output psingle,�,resω,t (and speed vsingle,�ω,t ) of each individual
block will decrease. This will ultimately increase the operating efficiency of the whole system. This effect is captured in
Equations (27) and (28), which leads to a bilinear term (through the product of a binary �ngm and a continuous variable),
which may be easily linearized by replacing the equalities by a set of three inequalities with a big-M approach.31

pdis,resω,t = pdisω,t + κω,t�resdisω,t 8ω, t ð23Þ

pch,resω,t = pchω,t−κω,t�reschω,t 8ω, t ð24Þ

nblocksω,t = nblocksω,t−1 +
3600vchω,t

D
−
3600vdisω,t

D
8ω, t ð25Þ

psingle,dis,resω,t = f dis vsingle,disω,t

� �
, psingle,ch,resω,t = f ch vsingle,chω,t

� �
8ω, t ð26Þ

pdis,resω,t = �ngm�psingle,dis,resω,t , pch,resω,t = �ngm�psingle,ch,resω,t 8ω, t ð27Þ

vdisω,t = �ngm�vsingle,disω,t , vchω,t = �ngm�vsingle,chω,t 8ω, t: ð28Þ

The number of stored blocks is limited by the investment decision �nblocks (29). A cyclical boundary condition which
equals the value of the energy content at the start and end of the optimization is imposed in Equation (30).

0≤nblocksω,t ≤ �nblocks 8ω, t ð29Þ

nblocks
ω,t=T≥n

blocks
ω,t=0 =

�nblocks

2
8ω, t: ð30Þ

To reach a compromise between model accuracy and formulation tractability, the non-linear power curves (26) are
replaced by their piecewise linear approximations. To that end, the allowed speed range 0,�v½ � (in both charge and dis-
charge) is partitioned into M subintervals, whose break points are:

0=V 0 <V1 <…<VM =�v

Pm = f j V j
� �

j=0,1,…,M

 
: ð31Þ

From this, the linear interpolation of psingle,ch,resω,t (or psingle,dis,resω,t ) of Equation (26) can then be determined, at the
expense of introducing an additional set of M binary zvm and M continuous vm decision variables, with the following set
of equations32:

zvm∈ 0,1f g, m=1,…,M ð32Þ

XM
m=1

zvm =1 ð33Þ

zvm�Vm−1 ≤ vm ≤ zvm�Vm, m=1,…,M ð34Þ
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vch =
XM
m=1

vm ð35Þ

psingle,ch,resω,t =
XM
m=1

zvmPm−1 +
Pm−Pm−1

Vm−Vm−1
vm−zvmVm−1
� �� �

: ð36Þ

Overall, the sizing model is expressed as a scenario-based mixed-integer linear program (MILP).

5 | CASE STUDY

The proposed model is tested on an existing Belgian end-of-life limestone quarry. In accordance with the fea-
sibility study carried out in Section 3, we consider barrels containing 25 tons of steel slag, allowing to extract
up to 1 MW of electrical power. Moreover, we estimate that at most �Nblocks = 500 blocks can be installed.
The depth of the water cavity is D = 200m, so that a block takes 63 seconds for a complete cycle at maximum
power (descent in 22 seconds, and rise in 41 seconds). The capital costs of the UGES components are estimated
in Table 1, based on industrial information. The variable maintenance and operating costs are small, that is, i.e.
MCdis = MCch = 2.5 €/MW.

The scenarios of future market prices and activation of secondary reserves are constructed based on publicly
available data collected from the website of Elia,33 the Belgian Transmission System operator. For such a long-
term perspective, the accuracy of forecasting tools is questionable,34 and the objective is rather to provide a
number of time trajectories, capturing the statistical properties of the variables (daily, weekly and yearly periodic-
ities).35 To that end, we rely on 6 years of data (from 2012 to 2017) that are directly fed to the stochastic program,
along with four artificially-generated years, in order to have a total of 10 typical years (which thus correspond
to 3650 representative days). The four additional years are simply obtained by feeding the existing years into a
Seasonal AutoRegressive Moving Average (SARMA) model that is used to generate new representative time trajec-
tories.36 The general statistical information on price scenarios are shown in Table 2. Likewise, the hourly needs
in terms of upward secondary reserve for a typical week are depicted in Figure 7, where we observe the high vari-
ability of the balancing needs.

It should be noted that the scenario generation method only captures the statistical properties of historical observa-
tions, and does not model potential changes in future market conditions. To address this issue, a sensitivity analysis is
performed (in Section 5.2) to properly evaluate the impact of the market variability on the UGES investment solution
and the associated economic performance.

The non-linear charge and discharge curves (26), are approximated using two piecewise linear segments. The
resulting MILP problem (11)-(36), with Nω = 10 scenarios composed of Nt = 8760 hours, is characterized by 4 029 615
constraints, 1 138 802 continuous variables, and 525 600 binary variables. It is implemented in Julia/JuMP, and solved
with Gurobi 8.1.1, on a 16 GB-RAM computer clocking at 3.40 GHz.

TABLE 1 Capital expenditures

(CAPEX), where the sizing variables are

in gray rows and the inevitable fixed

costs are in white rows

Components Number Costs

Geared induction machine �ngm cgm = 30, 000 €

Winch �ngm cwinch = 500 €

Traction cable �ngm ccable = D × (4€/m)

Block (of 25 tons) of steel slag &
flotation devices

�nblocks cblocks = 500 €

Platform and mooring cables 1 5000 €

Robots (ROV) 2 2500 €/ROV

Variable frequency drive (VFD) 2 10 000 €/VFD
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5.1 | Profitability study

In what follows, we quantify the UGES profitability in two variants: (a) the profit exclusively arises from energy arbi-
trage, and (b) a joint participation in energy and secondary reserve markets. Firstly, Table 3 summarizes the sizing deci-
sions, namely the number of induction machines operating in parallel (ie, the output power of the installation) and the
number of blocks (ie, the UGES energy capacity). For both variants, the CPU time to solve the problem is below
20 minutes.

We see that the sizing decisions in both variants are comparable, and require investing into around 210 blocks and
into a single induction machine (such that a single block can be moved at any given time), which theoretically corre-
sponds to a storage unit of 1 MW whose maximum energy capacity (see Figure 4) is 2 MWh. Interestingly, we see that
the UGES payback period can be achieved in less than 10 years (in case of perfect strategy in electricity markets). In
general, UGES capital costs are estimated at around 100 €/kWh, which are lower than those of pumped-hydro energy
storage (115 €/kWh), which is the current most-cost effective technology.7 In accordance with current studies37,38 grav-
ity storage is expected to remain competitive to anticipated price drop of Power to Gas and Compressed Air Energy
Storage systems. As a comparison, most competitive batteries are currently around 200 €/kWh, with an expected
decrease down to 120 €/kWh in the coming years.38

To explain the attractive return on investment of UGES, we further analyze the different cash flows, that is, costs
and revenues related to the optimal investment decisions (from Table 3). In particular, Figure 8 represents the annual-
ized capital costs (Figure 8A), the repartition between revenues in energy and secondary reserve markets (Figure 8B),
and the resulting annualized profits (Figure 8C), for a risk-central strategy, that is, . r = 9%.

TABLE 2 General information on

electricity price scenarios
Price components Mean SD

Energy market λEN 36.6 €/MWh 23.6 €/MWh

Reserve capacity λres 6 €/MW 0 €/MW

Upward balancing market λact 40 €/MWh 4 €/MWh

FIGURE 7 Real-time activation of upward secondary reserve

during a typical week

TABLE 3 Outcomes of the investment procedure

Arbitrage in energy market Arbitrage in energy and reserve markets

Simulation time (min) 14 20

Number of induction machines �ngm 1 1

Output power (MW) 1 1

Number of blocks �nblocks 207 211

Energy capacity (MWh) 1.9 2

payback period (y) 10 9.3
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The UGES is a profitable investment since the aggregated revenues are higher than the amortized costs. For the sec-
ond (most profitable) variant combining energy arbitrage and procurement of secondary reserve, the annualized profit
(annualized revenues minus the annualized CAPEX) equals to 18 559 + 3120-19 623 = 2056 €/year. The resulting
return on investment (ie, the net profit divided by the investment) is 10.5%, which mainly arises by the combination of
multiple advantages such as (very) low investment and operating costs, and its high flexibility allowing to stack differ-
ent revenues streams.

Indeed, the procurement of reserves is an important business case for boosting the storage economic benefits.39 The
second variant results in higher profits (ie, 2056 €/year, compared to 570 for variant 1). In general, due to UGES ineffi-
ciencies, it is not profitable to trade energy when price spreads are too small. By providing secondary reserves, the stor-
age system can still leverage profit during those hours. This effect is slightly alleviated by the need to buy more
electricity from the energy market in order to compensate the real-time activation of upward reserves (revenues in the
energy market of 18 559 €/year in variant 2, for 20 031 €/year when no reserves are procured in variant 1). The multi-
market strategy is illustrated in Figure 9, where we analyze (for a typical day) the UGES operation profile, that is, the
energy traded in the day-ahead market and the capacity offered to secondary reserves.

As expected, we see that energy is sold during peak prices, and bought during low prices. More interestingly, the
unit mainly operates at intermediate power levels in discharge mode (to avoid the lower efficiency area at higher block
speeds, see Figure 3). This strategy moreover allows to leave a margin for providing lucrative upward reserve capacity.
When charging, the unit tends to operate at higher (more efficient) power ranges, which has also the positive effect of
enabling the provision of more reserve capacity (since delivering upward reserve necessitates to decrease the power
consumption).

5.2 | Robustness of the solution

It should be noted that the long lifetime of the UGES solution renders this technology very sensitive to the discount rate
r (ie, inflation of investments costs and deflation of future profits). A sensitivity analysis is thus performed on the value
r = 9%. Indeed, this value (used as reference in the previous simulations) is a very conservative estimate that gives a

FIGURE 8 UGES costs and

revenues for both studied

variants

FIGURE 9 Hourly evolution of the UGES power profile over a

typical day
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lower bound of the profit that can be expected. With more realistic values (with respect to the current market con-
ditions), the profitability of the UGES technology may be more attractive. In particular, a reduction of r to 6% or
4% leads to increased annualized revenues (for a joint trading in energy and reserve markets) of up to 10% and 18%
respectively.

Then, it is important to study the robustness of the sizing solution in regards to the variability of future energy
and reserve prices. Indeed, the initial set of scenarios is only representative of past conditions (since it is con-
structed using historical observations). However, the price volatility is expected to increase in the future due to the
growing integration of uncertain and intermittent renewable-based generation, although this effect can be com-
pensated by the emergence of new flexible solutions such as demand response, or other storage technologies. Our
sizing process is thus performed with different sets of 10 scenarios, each one being characterized by a different var-
iability of the market variables. Practically, we use the 10 initial scenarios, and we multiply these time series by a
constant value to modify their variance. The results are summarized in Table 4, where σbase is the SD associated
with the initial set of scenarios.

When price fluctuations are exacerbated, it becomes profitable to rely on multiple induction machines in order to
move several blocks in parallel. Indeed, price peaks are then sufficiently high and numerous so that the investment in
additional power to leverage these sporadic situations is beneficial. To ensure that the energy capacity of the installation
is sufficient for other hours, the number of blocks needs to be increased accordingly (eg, from 211 blocks in the refer-
ence case up to 277 in the case of extreme price volatility).

Additionally, we illustrate in Figure 10 the effects of a reduced duration of high-price period, which may be moti-
vated by more deployment energy storage devices.

At this stage, it is important to remind that the UGES profit in the energy market is driven by price spreads, that is,
differences between peak and off-peak prices, regardless of whether prices are high or low in average. In the considered
day, the UGES has few opportunities in the energy market due to the smooth profile of the energy price. In particular,
the energy sold to the market drops from 3.5 to 1.4 MWh (in comparison with the typical day studied in Figure 9). Inter-
estingly, this effect is alleviated by offering more capacity in the upward reserve market. This ability to offer upward
reserve when the unit is at zero-power (which occurs during most periods of the second day) is a strong advantage in
comparison with pumped-storage hydro units. The latter need to be in operation to provide reserves due to their mini-
mum power level for ensuring the stability of the hydraulic machines.40

Overall, these results highlight that sizing decisions can be driven by extreme scenarios, and depend thus on the
risk-aversion of the investor.

TABLE 4 Results of the sizing

process under different set of scenarios
σbase 0.5σbase 2σbase 4σbase

Simulation time (min) 1200 1072 2301 3109

Number of induction machines �ngm 1 1 2 4

Number of blocks �nblocks 211 210 246 277

Annualized profit (€/y) 2056 1963 6313 13 452

Return on investment [%] 10.5 10.0 23.1 33.1

FIGURE 10 Hourly evolution of the UGES power profile over

a typical day
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6 | CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the techno-economic viability of the innovative solution of gravity storage with solid
masses, which is operating in abandoned quarry filled by water. Firstly, the system operation has been studied, and
showed that, due to the water resistance, the unit's performance decreases for high-power outputs. Interestingly, the
round-trip efficiency is higher than 80% when operating below two-third of the maximum installed power. Also, we
observed that the UGES technology can cost-efficiently provide regulation services since transient effects infer small
constraints on the unit operation, that is, reaching the maximum speed (from idle state) in a response time of
30 seconds requires an additional power of 3% with respect to the corresponding steady-state level).

At the end of the analytical study, we have derived the operating constraints of the system, which have been inte-
grated within the sizing procedure. The methodology has then been tested on a practical case study (exploiting a typical
quarry of 200 m) showing that underwater gravity storage is not only an ecological but also cost-effective solution. This
is mainly due to its low investment costs, estimated at around 100 €/kWh, which are lower than rival technologies such
as pumped-hydro storage or battery systems. The UGES technology is also competitive in electricity markets thanks to
its ability to leverage profit from different revenue streams (by exploiting its high flexibility). In that regard, based on
future scenarios of market prices, we found a payback period of less than 10 years. Importantly, we found that the solu-
tion is very robust to extreme changes in market conditions.

Overall, the UGES solution can help at cost-effectively supporting a future energy mix with more intermittent
renewable generation. This work is a preliminary research in this direction, which paves the way toward more
advanced studies to evaluate the technical feasibility of the proposed solution. In that regard, it is interesting to analyze
the practical ability of the design to capture blocks in a reliable and timely way, as well as the resulting impact of the
frequent start-ups and shut-downs on the aging of the equipment. Likewise, from an operational perspective, it is of
interest to implement an advanced control scheme for ensuring a smooth continuity of supply during the transition
between two blocks. Another valuable way of research regards the analysis of larger systems implemented at sea.
Indeed, the largest offshore cranes can currently lift masses higher than 5000 tons, which would allow to reach an out-
put power larger than 200 MW. Moreover, depths of several km can be exploited, which would considerably increase
the energy capacity of the installation.
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